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to our Western eye grotesque, *This contrast of refitted
grace and massive horror is indeed the most striking note
of Dravidian art/
The more familiar figures of the contemporary Klephanta
caves are also Dravidian, the grand Trimurti or Three
Aspects of the Godhead being a work of unique power, a
massive and yet serene symbol of power creative, indwell-
ing, and destructive.
Mystery too is essential in religion, and I know of no
more impressive temple than the aark cave in which these
gigantic and splendid torsos loom in the dim twilight, nor
is there anywhere a more magnificent dramatization of the
earth's forces than another Dravidian group near Kanchi>
where Siva is seen seated with his consort on the mythical
Mount Kailasa, steadying it as it rocks beneath the heav-
ings of the demon Ravana,
Here religious art becomes a true expression of the
science as well as the philosophy of a people. History and
geography find dramatic expression in such massed figures
as those upon a hill-side near the Seven Pagodas where the
descent of the Ganges is depicted; while in many Dravi-
dian temples in Mysore and elsewhere the whole pageant
of Hindu story is magnificently set forth, as1 didactic as the
frescoes of Ajanta and as full of religious symbolism and
secular meaning.
If Ajanta with its three classic schools of painting is a
cradle of Indian painting for all Asia, and if in its frescoes
can be seen Greek and Persian as well as Guptan and
Chalukyan influences, these Dravidian galleries of sculp-
ture became the inspiration of the peoples of Indo-China
and Java—where by the ninth century Buddhist and Hindu
myths are being made into friezes of charm and of astound-
ing power, till a Borobodur in Java leads on to an Angkor
Wat in Cambodia, So too the music, drama, and dance of
India find ready imitators among peoples of Polynesian
and Mongolian stock* To China also Dravidian Buddhist
teachers, driven out by Hindu rivalry, took a kind of
Vedanta which China found congenial, and Chinese pil-

